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This presentation reports on an interdisciplinary investigation testing whether the perception of environments designed for contemplation elicit brain activations similar to those found under contemplative states. If architecture is shown to be an effective ‘external method’ to facilitate contemplation, then the beneficial effects of internally-driven contemplative practices (e.g., prayer, meditation) shown by recent neuroscience research could be extended to exposure to architectures designed for that purpose. Our long-term goal is to investigate cognitive, emotional, and health effects of contemplative/sacred architecture on the wider population.

In order to test the hypothesis that buildings designed for contemplation elicit neuro-signatures associated with meditative states, we devised a pilot project combining a \textit{functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging} (fMRI) based experiment and current neuroscience literature on the meditative states. We recruited 13 architects and asked them to view images of ordinary buildings (‘Control’ Block) and contemplation-inducing (‘Experimental’ Block) edifices while their brains were being scanned. A building was depicted through 4 images at 20 seconds each (totaling 80 sec) separated from the next set by a 40 sec recovery period (gray plate). Each Block started with a Baseline period in which a gray color plate was presented for 60 sec. There was a short questionnaire after each Block and a 20-minute Exit Interview.

Briefly, we found that: (1) \textit{Brain regions activated in subjects with architecture expertise when viewing contemplative buildings overlap} with brain regions activated in adept meditators during meditation (with some differences); (2) \textit{Markedly distinct} neural activations occur when subjects experienced ordinary vs. contemplation-inducing buildings; and (3) \textit{There are correlations between subject-reported anxiety, depth of experience and brain physiology attributable to the induced contemplation}. In short, our fMRI study supports the hypothesis that specially designed buildings may induce phenomenologies similar to those under contemplation. Here are some details:
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We hope that this research effort (1) extends our understanding of alternative means to foster contemplation at an individual and collective scale; (2) opens new avenues of investigation in neuroscience; (3) advances the scientific examination of architecture (sacred and otherwise); and (4) provides an empirical foundation for the effects of centuries’ old architectural traditions on human phenomenology.
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